Monotonic and dual monotonic language learning from positive as well as from positive and negative examples is investigated. Three di erent notions of monotonicity are considered. Each of them re ects an alternative formalization of the requirement that the learner has to produce better and better generalizations when fed more and more data on the concept to be learned. Strong{monotonicity absolutely requires that only better and better generalizations be produced. Monotonic learning re ects the demand that for any two guesses the one output later has to be, with respect to the target language, at least as good as the earlier one. Weak{monotonicity is the analogue in learning theory of cumulativity. The corresponding three versions of dual monotonicity describe the requirement that the inference device only produces specializations that t the target language better and better. Dual strong{monotonic learning generates a chain of shrinking specializations converging to the target language. Dual monotonicity describes the same goal with respect to the target language and dual weak{monotonic learning is the analogue of the dual of cumulativity. The power of each of these types of monotonic and dual monotonic inference from positive as well as from positive and negative data in the context of algorithmic language learning theory is completely investigated, thereby obtaining strong hierarchies.
Introduction
The process of hypothesizing a general rule from incomplete data (e.g., examples, data obtained by performing experiments a.s.o.) is called inductive inference. In the philosophy of science inductive inference has attracted much attention during the last centuries. Some of the principles developed are very much alive in algorithmic learning theory, a rapidly advancing science that started with the seminal papers of Solomono 46] and of Gold 16] . Computer scientists widely used their insight into the theory of computability to obtain a better and deeper understanding of processes performing inductive generalizations. The state of the art is excellently surveyed in Angluin and Smith 3, 4] . For more information concerning recent developments in inductive inference, the reader is referred to the annual Workshops on Computational Learning Theory, COLT (cf., e.g., Rivest et al. 44 ], Fulk and Case 15] and Haussler 17] ), the International Workshops on Algorithmic Learning Theory, ALT (cf., e.g., Arikawa et al. 5, 6] ) and the workshops on Analogical and Inductive Inference, AII (cf., e.g., Jantke 20, 23] ).
The present paper deals with formal language learning in the limit. In this eld, many interesting and sometimes surprising results have been elaborated within the last decades (cf., e.g., Osherson, Stob and Weinstein 42], Case 12] , Fulk 14] , Jain and Sharma 19] ). One of the central questions studied so far is whether or not various restrictions on the behavior of a learner do limit the learning capabilities of machines. We shall continue along this line. Before explaining what requirements we deal with, we describe the general situation investigated in language learning in the limit. The learner is provided with more and more information concerning the language to be inferred and has to produce, from time to time, a hypothesis about the phenomenon to be learned. The information given may contain only positive examples, i.e., eventually all strings from the language to be recognized, as well as both positive and negative examples, i.e., the learner is fed eventually all the strings over the underlying alphabet classi ed with respect to their containment in the target language. The set of all admissible hypotheses is called the space of hypotheses, or, synonymously, the hypothesis space. The hypothesis space may vary from a particular set of acceptors or grammars to sets of characteristic functions. Moreover, the sequence of hypotheses is required to converge in some speci ed sense to a hypothesis correctly describing the object to be learned (cf. De nitions 1 and 2). In this paper we exclusively consider learning of recursively enumerable families of uniformly recursive languages. These families are of particular interest with respect to potential applications.
Starting with Angluin's 1, 2] pioneering papers previous work in the eld has mainly dealt with exact learning. That means, an enumerable family L of languages has been required to be inferred with respect to the space of hypotheses L. In order to avoid confusion it should be mentioned that several authors use the term \exact learning" to denote the requirement that the hypothesis the learning algorithm converges to does correctly describe the target language (cf., e.g., Osherson, Stob and Weinstein 42] ). The requirement to learn a target family L with respect to L itself is sometimes also referred to as \proper learning" (cf., e.g., Haussler 17] ). With respect to potential applications the requirement to learn exactly seems to be a very natural one. A potential user of a learning system may really prefer some particular representation for all the objects to be learned. However, in most cases their are many alternative representations of the target languages. Hence, it is only natural to ask whether the demand of our hypothetical user seriously a ects the capabilities of learning systems. To illustrate our point, we need some additional notation.
Let L = L 0 ; L 1 ; ::: be an enumeration of a family of target languages. That is, we are given a speci c description of each L 2 L, and a particular enumeration of L as a whole. We call a target family L learnable by a class preserving inference algorithm, if there is a hypothesis space G = G 0 ; G 1 ; ::: such that every G j describes a language that is contained in L, and the learning algorithm infers L with respect to G. Clearly, every L 2 L has to possess a description G j in G; otherwise, the learning algorithm cannot infer all of L with respect to G. Notice that when dealing with class preserving language learning, in contrast to exact learning, we are not only free to choose a di erent enumeration of L but also alternative descriptions for the target languages L 2 L. This approach may considerably increase the learning capabilities, as we shall see (cf., e.g., Theorem 3). At rst glance, class preserving learning does not seem to be constraining, since any hypothesis that does not describe a language from the target family L is de nitely wrong. And indeed, as long as learning in the limit as described above is concerned, this impression is true (cf. Proposition 1). However, results have been obtained which show that at least the e ciency of learning may be seriously a ected if one insists on class preserving inference (cf., e.g., Pitt Lange 29] ). Therefore, we consider class comprising learning, too. In this setting a learning algorithm is allowed to use any hypothesis space G = G 0 ; G 1 ; ::: such that every L 2 L possesses a description in G but G may additionally contain elements G k not describing any language from L. As we shall see, class comprising learning has its peculiarities (cf. Section 6).
The main goal of this paper consists in partially answering the question to what extend non-monotonic reasoning has to be incorporated into the learning process. This line of research has been initiated by Jantke 21, 22] . In classical logic it is always required that an enlargement of a set of assumptions does not lead to a decrease of derivable theorems. This is the so-called monotonicity principle. Adapting this principle to learning leads to the following inference model. We interpret all the data a learning device is fed as assumptions concerning the target language. Each hypothesis is then just describing a set of conclusion derived from the input data. Hence, interpreting the monotonicity principle in its strongest sense directly leads to the requirement that the learning algorithm is forced to output an augmenting chain of languages, i.e., L i L j in case L j is hypothesized later than L i (cf. De nition 4 (A)). We call the resulting learning model strong-monotonic inference.
However, classic logic turned out to be inappropriate to model common sense (cf., e.g., Brewka 11] ). Hence, it is only natural to consider weakened versions of strong-monotonic learning, too. Wiehagen 50] re ned Jantke's 21] approach by relating \augmenting chain" to the target language L, and required L i \ L L j \ L provided L j appears later in the sequence of hypotheses than L i does (cf. De nition 4 (B) ). This demand has the following more intuitive meaning: A new hypothesis is never allowed to reject some string that a previously generated guess already correctly includes. Learning devices behaving thus are called monotonic, since they are intuitively still closely related to the monotonicity principle.
The next weakening of strong-monotonic learning has a direct analogue in non-monotonic logic, i.e., cumulativity and goes back to Jantke 21] . A logic is called cumulative if for all sets X; Y of assumptions the following condition is ful lled: X Y C(X) implies C(X) C(Y ), where C(X); C(Y ) denote the set of conclusions derivable from X and Y , respectively. That means, as long as no new assumption does contradict any of the conclusions derived from X the monotonicity principle holds. On the other hand, if Y 6 C(X) then there are no requirements at all concerning C(Y ). Adapting cumulativity to learning directly results in demanding a learner to behave strong-monotonically as long as it does not receive data contradicting its actual hypothesis. If the actual guess is contradicted then the learner is allowed to output any new hypothesis (cf. De nition 4 (C)).
All the models of monotonic learning introduced above additionally share the property that they model \learning by generalization." Hence, it is only natural to consider the dual counterparts of them, i.e., \learning by specialization." This approach might lead to learning algorithms that initially output a most general hypothesis. Afterwards, the inference device might need to specialize its hypotheses until it eventually reaches a correct guess. It is also plausible that these two strategies might have to be combined to learn, that is, a suitable interplay between generalization and specialization is essential in order to reach the learning goal. Formalizing the latter approaches directly yield dual strongmonotonic, dual monotonic and dual weak-monotonic learning (cf. De nition 6). There has been an intensive debate in the machine learning community for and against each of these learning models (cf., e.g., 28], 39], 40]). Hence, our results may be also regarded as a partial answer to the problem what is more appropriate, learning by specialization, generalization or the combination of both.
As it turns out, if the learning process is performed with positive and negative examples then weak-monotonicity as well as dual weak-monotonicity do not restrict the inferring power (cf. Corollary 11). However, all other notions of monotonicity as well as of dual monotonicity do immediately lead to a severe limitation of the learning power, as we shall show.
On the other hand, the situation considerably changes if learning from positive data is concerned. First of all, the learning capabilities of the di erent models of monotonic and dual monotonic learning crucially depend on the appropriate choice of the relevant hypothesis space. As long as class comprising learning is considered, dual weak monotonic learning is still as powerful as learning in the limit (cf. Theorem 27). However, class preserving dual weak-monotonic learning already results in a severe restriction of the learning capabilities (cf. Theorem 9). Moreover, all other notions of monotonicity seriously shrink the learning power.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents preliminaries, i.e., notations, de nitions and motivations. In Section 3 we exclusively deal with learning from positive data. The learnability from both positive and negative data is studied in Section 4. Moreover, this section also answers the question whether or not information presentation can be traded versus monotonicity constraints. Section 5 is devoted to the problem whether or not \natural families" of formal languages may be inferred under some of the monotonicity constraints described above. Finally, we give a summary and present open problems. All references are listed in Section 7.
Preliminaries
Let IN = f0; 1; 2; :::g be the set of all natural numbers. We set IN + = IN n f0g. Let As an example, we consider the set L of all context-sensitive languages over . Then L may be regarded as an indexed family of uniformly recursive languages (cf. Hopcroft and Ullman 18] ). In the following we refer to indexed families of uniformly recursive languages as indexed families for short. Moreover, we sometimes denote an indexed family and its range by the same symbol L. The meaning will be clear from the context.
As in Gold 16] , we de ne an inductive inference machine (abbr. IIM) to be an algorithmic device which works as follows: The IIM takes as its input larger and larger initial segments of a text t (or an informant i) and it either requests the next input, or it rst outputs a hypothesis, i.e., a number encoding a certain computer program, and then it requests the next input (cf., e.g., Angluin 1] ).
At this point we have to clarify what hypothesis space we should choose, thereby also specifying the goal of the learning process. Gold 16] and Wiehagen 49] pointed out that there is a di erence in what can be inferred depending on whether we want to synthesize in the limit grammars (i.e., procedures generating languages) or decision procedures, i.e., programs of characteristic functions. Case and Lynes 13] investigated this phenomenon in detail. As it turns out, IIMs synthesizing grammars can be more powerful than those ones which are requested to output decision procedures. However, in the context of identi cation of indexed families, both concepts are of equal power. Nevertheless, we decided to require the IIMs to output grammars. This decision has been caused by the fact that there is a big di erence between the possible monotonicity requirements. A straightforward adaptation of the approaches made in inductive inference of recursive functions directly yields analogous requirements with respect to the corresponding characteristic functions of the languages to be inferred. On the other hand, it is only natural to interpret monotonicity with respect to the language to be learned, i.e., to require containment of languages as described in the introduction. It turns out that this latter approach considerably increases the power of all types of monotonic and dual monotonic language learning. Furthermore, since we exclusively deal with the learnability of indexed families L = (L j ) j2IN we always take as the hypothesis space an enumerable family of grammars G 0 ; G 1 ; G 2 ; ::: over the terminal alphabet satisfying L fL(G j ) j 2 INg. Moreover, we require that membership in L(G j ) is uniformly decidable for all j 2 IN and all strings s 2 . As it turns out, it is sometimes very important to choose the space of hypotheses appropriately in order to achieve the desired learning goal. When an IIM outputs a number j, we interpret it to mean that the machine is hypothesizing the grammar G j .
Let be a text or informant, respectively, and x 2 IN. Then we use M( x ) to denote the last hypothesis produced by M when successively fed x . The sequence (M( x )) x2IN is said to converge in the limit to the number j if and only if either (M( x )) x2IN is in nite and all but nitely many terms of it are equal to j, or (M( x )) x2IN is non-empty and nite, and its last term is j. Now we are ready to de ne learning in the limit.
De nition 1. (Gold, 16] ) Let Next, we want to formally de ne strong-monotonic, monotonic and weak-monotonic inference. But before doing this, we rst de ne consistent identi cation. Consistent learning devices have been introduced by Barzdin (1974) as well as by Blum and Blum (1975 
In particular, Requirement (C) means that M has to work strong-monotonically as long as its guess j x is consistent with all the data fed to M both before and after M has output j x .
We denote by CSMON ?TXT; CSMON The collection of sets CCONSERVATIVE{TXT and CCONSERVATIVE{INF are dened in a manner analogous to that above.
We continue in formally de ning the three types of dual monotonic language learning introduced in Section 1.
De nition 6. Let L be an indexed family, L 2 L, and let G = (G j ) j2IN be a hypothesis space. An IIM M is said to identify a language L from text informant ] with respect to G (A) dual strong-monotonically (B) We may also want to consider combinations of di erent requirements, say, for example, strong-monotonicity and consistency. To satisfy this combined requirement, an IIM would have to perform the inferring process in both strong-monotonic and consistent fashion. The corresponding class of learnable indexed families is denoted by CSMON?CONS?TXT (CSMON ?CONS?INF).
In the next section, we present a variety of results concerning text identi cation. Note that` ' denotes proper set inclusion and`#' denotes incomparability of sets.
Monotonic inference from text
In this section, we systematically investigate the relations between the di erent models of monotonic and dual monotonic language learning from text. Thereby, we mainly focus our attention on class preserving learning. This provides us a deeper understanding of the strengths as well as of the limitations of monotonic and dual monotonic learning.
We start with an example which points to a particular weakness of strong-monotonic learning. Namely, if a learnable indexed family contains an accumulation point (cf. Kapur 25] ) then strong-monotonic inference is equivalent to nite learning. Example 2. Consider the following indexed family L mon = (L k ) k2IN . We set L 0 = fag + and for all k 2 IN + , L k = fa z 1 z kg fb k g. Let 
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However, in general strong-monotonic inference is more powerful than nite learning (cf. Theorem 2 and Theorem 13).
Next, we compare the learning power of the di erent models of class preserving monotonic inference. Our rst theorem actually shows that there is a strong hierarchy between the di erent notions of monotonicity. The corresponding learning types can be separated by using quite simple families of regular languages. Next we show MON ?TXT WMON ?TXT. The idea is as follows. Suppose M monotonically learns L with respect to a class preserving hypothesis space G = (G j ) j2IN . We construct a machineM that weak-monotonically infers L with respect to the same hypothesis space G. The machineM simulates M. On every text, it initially guesses whatever M guesses. Thereafter, its behavior is conservative. If, at any stage, it nds some evidence that contradicts its current guess, it adopts whatever M's guess is.
Clearly, the only wayM can fail to converge to the target language L is if, at some point, it guesses some superset of L. Since the guesses ofM are a subset of M's guesses, this reduces to the question whether or not M may eventually output an overgeneralized hypothesis j, that is, L L(G j ). However, this is impossible, since otherwise M can be proved to violate the monotonicity demand. The formal proof is done using the following claim:
Claim. Let L be any indexed family, and let M be any monotonic IIM inferring L with respect to some hypothesis space G = (G j ) j2IN . Let L 2 L, and t 2 text(L). If M on t
Suppose the converse, that is, there is an index x such that M(t x ) = j, L L(G j ) and L(G j ) 2 L. Then t x is also an initial segment of a text for L(G j ). On the other hand, t x can be extended to t x+k such that t + x+k L and j x+k := M(t x+k ) satis es L(G j x+k ) = L. Again, t x+k is an initial segment of a text for L(G j ). Consequently, there should be an extension of t x+k , sayt x+k+z , with strings from L(G j ) such that j x+k+z := M(t x+k+z ) and Since a conservative IIM exclusively performs justi ed mind changes, the inclusion CONSERVATIVE{TXT WMON?TXT is obvious. Now suppose M weak-monotonically learns L with respect to G = (G j ) j2IN . We construct a machineM that conservatively learns L with respect to the same hypothesis space G.M is easily obtained from M by simply adding a consistency test, that is, let j x := M(t x ) and s 2 t + x+k for some k = 0; 1; :::. Then test whether s 2 L(G jx ) for all s. In case it is,M repeats j x as its hypothesis. Otherwise, it outputs M(t x+k ).
Obviously, if M avoids overgeneralization, thenM learns L as required. Claim. Let L be any indexed family, and let M be any weak-monotonic IIM inferring L with respect to some hypothesis space G = (G j ) j2IN . Let L 2 L, and let t 2 text(L) be arbitrarily xed. When fed t, M never produces a guess j such that L L(G j ).
Suppose the converse, that is, there is an index x such that M(
Since L L(G j ), we obtain t + x+r L(G j ) for every r 2 IN + . Since M is a weak-monotonic IIM, M is never allowed to output a guess z such that L(G z ) L(G j ). Thus, M fails to infer L from text t, a contradiction. This proves the claim. Notice that in contrast to the proof for MON?TXT WMON?TXT above the class preserving condition on the hypothesis space is not essential.
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Next we ask whether LIM ?TXT and WMON ?TXT may be separated. For exact learning, Angluin 1] proved that conservative learning devices are less powerful than unrestricted IIMs. However, her proof technique is not applicable to the class-preserving case. We wonder whether the insistence on exact learning accounts for the considerable reduction in learning power. Our next theorem impressively establishes the veracity of our conjecture. Claim 
The`if' direction is trivial. Suppose ' k (k) # and the`if' condition fails. Let k (k) = y. Obviously, y > m. By Otherwise, output 2k and request the next input." It is easy to see that M performs at most one mind change. If L is a nite language, then M outputs in every step a correct hypothesis. If L is an in nite language, M may compute at the beginning a wrong hypothesis j. But in this case, L(G j ) is nite and, therefore, there has to be a y such that t + y 6 L(G j ). Due to our de nition, M changes its mind to the correct hypothesis j ? 1 which will be repeated in every subsequent step. (A1) For z = 0; 1; ::: generate successively the canonical text t of L hk;0i until M on input t z outputs for the rst time a hypothesis j such that t + z fa k b z+2 g L(G j ).
(A2) Test whether k (k) z + 1. In case it is, output \' k (k) converges" and stop.
Otherwise output \' k (k) diverges" and stop.
Since M has to infer L hk;0i in particular from t, there has to be a least z such that M on input t z computes a hypothesis j satisfying t + z fa k b z+2 g L(G j ). Moreover, the test whether or not t + z fa k b z+2 g L(G j ) can be e ectively performed, since membership in L(G j ) is decidable. By the de nition of a complexity measure, Instruction (A2) is e ectively executable. Hence, A is an algorithm. It remains to show that A behaves as required. It su ces to show that ' k (k) diverges, if : k (k) z + 1. Suppose the converse; then there exists a y > z + 1 with k (k) = y. In accordance with the de nition of L dmon , there is an L 2 L dmon , namely L = t + z , such that L L(G j ). Since t + z = L, we know that t z is also an initial segment of a textt for L. Hence, M outputs an overgeneralized hypothesis when inferring L ont. From the demonstration of Theorem 2 it follows that this contradicts our assumption that M weak-monotonically infers L dmon with respect to the space G. Hence, the claim is proved.
Finally, we show L dmon 2 EMON d ?TXT. The IIM M de ned below implements the idea already explained in Example 3. Let L 2 L dmon , let t 2 text(L), and let x 2 IN. Due to our construction, there has to be a k such that t + x L hk;0i . Moreover, the rst string in t can be used to uniquely determine the appropriate k. We 
Hence, L = L hk;0i . Obviously, there has to be a z > y such that t + z n L hk;yi 6 = ;. Since all nite languages containing a k b in L dmon are subsets of L hk;yi , we obtain t + z n L hk;ni 6 = ; for all n y. Since L hk;y?1i = L hk;0i = L, we have M(t z ) = hk; y ? 1i. Furthermore, this hypothesis will be repeated in every subsequent step. Finally, M works dual monotonically, since L L hk;ji for any hypothesis hk; ji produced.
Hence, M dual monotonically infers L from text t.
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As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4, we obtain the previously declared separation of class preserving weak-monotonic language learning and language learning in the limit. We proceed to prove Assertion (2). Since we already know that MON d ?TXT nMON? TXT Notice the interesting progression of the relationship of the dual constraints to the monotonicity constraints. For the strong-monotonic case, its dual version is more restrictive. Looking at the monotonic case, we saw that the two versions are incomparable. Finally, in the weak-monotonic case, the dual version is even more powerful.
Summarizing the results obtained above we can derive the following corollary.
Corollary 8.
( it from the proofs already given. At rst glance, the problem we are confronted with seems to be quite similar to the question how to fool a weak-monotonic learner. In both cases, it su ces to force an IIM to perform a mind change which cannot by justi ed by an inconsistency. But in the case of dual weak-monotonic inference, the situation is much more subtle. Namely, exclusively forcing an IIM M to output an overgeneralized hypothesis does not help, since M is allowed to specialize its guess. Hence, we have to re ne both the underlying topology of the corresponding target indexed family and the related idea to fool every dual weakmonotonic learner. We achieved the desired re nement by incorporating a second halting problem into the de nition of the nite languages of the indexed family introduced in Example 3. Assuming the latter statement we have the following claim. Claim. Provided the latter statement is true, any program for M may be used to obtain non-e ectively an algorithm deciding \' k 1 (k 1 ) #."
Else, execute instruction (B)
By assumption, there is a k 2 such that for all k 1 ; n; x: If (1) and (2) are ful lled, then either k 1 (k 1 ) x+1 or k 1 (k 1 ) ". Using this k 2 we can de ne the following algorithm A. is found. Let x 0 be the least x such that M(t x ) = j and a hk 1 ;k 2 i b x+2 2 L(G j ).
(A2) Test whether k 1 (k 1 ) x 0 + 1.
In case it is, output \' k 1 (k 1 ) #." Otherwise, output \' k 1 (k 1 ) "" and stop."
First we observe that M has to infers L hk 1 ;k 2 ;0i from its lexicographically ordered text.
Hence, M should eventually output a hypothesis j such that a hk 1 ;k 2 i b x+2 2 L(G j ). Moreover, since membership in L(G j ) is uniformly decidable for all j 2 IN and all s 2 fa; b; cg , the described test can be performed e ectively. Furthermore, Instruction (A2) can be accomplished e ectively too. Hence, A is an algorithm and the execution of (A1) and (A2) must eventually terminate. Finally, by assumption we immediately obtain the correctness of A's output. This proves the claim.
On the other hand, the halting problem is algorithmically undecidable. Therefore, Lemma (* By Lemma 2, the execution of (A1) has to terminate *) (A2) Let e = df hj z ; k 2 i. Furthermore, we de net z x+m as follows: It remains to show that A behaves correctly. Claim 2. On every input k 2 , the algorithm A terminates.
As we have already mentioned, by Lemma 2 we know that the execution of (A1) has to terminate. Hence, it su ces to show that either ( 3) or ( 4) Figure 1 Finally, we want to deal with the combination of monotonic and consistent inference. As we shall see, the consistency demand does not limit the capabilities of monotonic and dual monotonic learners, respectively. 
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A closer look to the proof above shows that we mainly exploited the uniform recursiveness of all languages in the relevant hypothesis space as well the fact that the IIMs are not necessarily responsive. Following Angluin 1] , an IIM M is said to responsively infer an indexed family L, if M, when fed any initial segment of a text for any language in L, is always required to output a hypothesis. Nevertheless, if one allows class comprising hypothesis spaces G, that is, weakening the condition L = L(G) to L L(G), then consistency and responsiveness may be combined with all types of monotonic inference without any limitation concerning the inference power. On the other hand, if one insists on class preserving hypothesis spaces, then IIMs that are consistent, responsive and monotonic are almost always slightly weaker than monotonic ones (cf. Example 4). For all models of unconstrained learning, the combination of consistency and responsiveness does not constitute a restriction (cf. Proposition 1 and Angluin 1]). These results impressively show that the choice of the hypothesis space may not only in uence the inferring power at all (cf. Lange and Zeugmann 34]) but may or may not allow the combination of postulates of naturalness.
Our next example shows that responsiveness in combination with consistency is a severe requirement for class preserving strong-monotonic, monotonic and weak-monotonic learning, respectively. Then we set L hk;ji = L hk;0i .
We set L hk;ji = fa k bg. On the one hand, it is not hard to verify that L 2 ESMON?TXT. On the other hand, suppose any consistent as well as responsive IIM M which WMON ?TXT{identi es L with respect to a class preserving hypothesis space G = (G j ) j2IN . Then, M may be used to decide, for every k 2 IN, whether or not ' k (k) is de ned. In doing so, it su ces to simulate M when fed the string a k b. Since M is a consistent and responsive IIM, M has to output a hypothesis j such that a k b 2 L(G j ). Finally, since G is a class preserving space of hypotheses, it can be easily veri ed whether or not L(G j ) = fa k bg. In case it is, ' k (k) has to be de ned. Otherwise, it follows L(G j ) = L hk;0i . Therefore, ' k (k) has to be unde ned, since otherwise M has produced an overgeneralized hypothesis when fed an initial segment of a text for L = fa k bg. Clearly, this contradicts our assumption that M WMON ?TXT{identi es every language L 2 L. 3 
Monotonic inference from informant
This section is devoted to give an overall picture relating all models of class preserving monotonic and dual monotonic language learning from both text and informant to one another. Let us begin with a quite simple example which illustrates the di erences between learning from positive data and learning from both positive and negative data.
Example 5. We set L 0 = fag + , L k = L 0 nfa k g, for k 1, and de ne L inf = (L k ) k2IN . An IIM M which infers L inf from informant may work as follows: Initially, it outputs the guess 0. As long as some (a k ; ?) does not appear in the informant, the machine M outputs 0. In case it does, M performs a mind change and guesses k. This hypothesis is then repeated in every subsequent step. Clearly, the machine M learns L. Moreover The next theorem shows that we again may combine monotonicity and consistency without limiting the learning power. 
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We next compare monotonic and dual monotonic inference from positive data with monotonic and dual monotonic inference from both, positive and negative data. In his seminal paper, Gold 16] has shown that the inference from positive data alone is much weaker than inference on informant. Consequently, one would expect monotonic inference on text to be less powerful than monotonic learning from informant. However, the more interesting question is whether one can strengthen the monotonicity requirement in case one can use both positive and negative data rather than just positive data. From another perspective, this amounts to asking whether the weakening of the notion of monotonicity allows the infer indexed families from text which can only be inferred from informant in the stronger monotonic sense. Our next theorem shows that the various classes are actually almost always incomparable, that is, in general, one cannot trade monotonicity versus information presentation. . This is done via the family L fool de ned as follows: For each k 2 IN, let L k = fag + n fa k+1 g. We de ne L fool to be the family of all languages L k . Obviously, L fool is an indexed family. First, we show that L fool 6 2 MON ?TXT. Suppose it is, i.e., there is an IIM M and a hypothesis space G = (G j ) j2IN such that M monotonically identi es L fool from text with respect to G. Let us consider M's behavior on the following text t fool . We feed a 2 ; a 3 ; ::: to M until it outputs a guess j z?1 (say on a 2 ; a 3 ; :::; a z ) such that L(G j z?1 ) = L 0 . In case it does not, we are done, since M does not identify L 0 from its lexicographically ordered text. Then, we input a; a z+2 ; a z+3 ; ::: until M produces a correct guess j r for L z . Again, there has to be an r z + 2 such that M on a 2 ; a 3 ; : : : ; a z ; a; a z+2 ; a z+3 ; : : : ; a r outputs j r because otherwise M fails to infer L z . Now we proceed as follows. We set t fool = a 2 ; a 3 ; :::; a z ; a; a z+2 ; :::; a r ; a z+1 ; a r+2 ; a r+3 ; ::::, that is, t fool is a text for L r . Since Suppose G = (G j ) j2IN is a hypothesis space andM is an IIM that strong-monotonically infers the family L from informant with respect to G. We construct an IIM M with the desired property that uses G as hypothesis space, too. Let i x = (s 0 ; b 0 ); :::; (s x ; b x ) be any nite sequence. Then the IIM M rst checks whether there is a language L k 2 L such that k x, i + x L k , and i ? x co ? L k . In case such an L k does not exist, M does not output a guess and goes on to request the next input. Otherwise, M on input i x outputs exactly whatM outputs. Note that in the second caseM has to be de ned because the input is an initial segment of some informant for L k . Moreover, M infers L strong-monotonically. Let L 2 L, y = minfz L z = Lg, and let i be any informant of L. Consequently, on input i x , for all x y, M nds at least one language L k such that k x, i + x L k , and i ? x co?L k , that is, it works exactly asM does. Furthermore, on input i x , for any x < y, it either behaves asM does or it possibly skips some hypothesesM might have computed. Since set inclusion is a transitive relation, M works strong-monotonically. This completes the veri cation.
We now construct an IIM M 0 weak-monotonically identifying L from text with respect to G. This is done as follows: Let L 2 L and let t = (s j ) j2IN 
With the following gure we summarize the known results concerning monotonic language learning (cf. Lange and Zeugmann 31, 32] Figure 4 After having clari ed the principal relationships between the di erent notions of monotonicity, we next deal with the question what`natural' families of languages can be inferred monotonically. This is the issue discussed in the next section.
Monotonic learning of natural families of languages
In this section, we mainly deal with the question whether sets of pattern languages may be learned strong-monotonically or monotonically from text or informant, respectively. Pattern languages have been introduced by Angluin 2] , thereby proving that the whole class of pattern languages can be inferred in the limit from positive data. Subsequently, Shinohara 45 ] dealt with polynomial time learnability of subclasses of pattern languages. Nix 41] outlined interesting applications of pattern inference algorithms. Recently, Kearns
studied the pattern languages with respect to their polynomial time learnability by consistent and inconsistent IIMs, respectively. So let us de ne what are a pattern and a pattern language. Let = fa; b; :::g be any non-empty nite alphabet containing at least two letters, and let X = fx 0 ; x 1 ; :::g be an in nite set of variables such that \ X = ;. Patterns are non-empty strings over X, e.g., x 1 x 2 ; ax 1 x 7 bx 3 are patterns. L(p), the language generated by pattern p is the set of strings which can be obtained by substituting non-null strings from for the variables of the pattern p. PAT denotes the set of all pattern languages. From the viewpoint of applications is often desirable to learn the pattern languages with respect to a hypothesis space that exclusively consists of patterns. Moreover, it is highly desirable to choose the hypothesis space as small as possible. For that purpose we use the canonical form of patterns (cf. Angluin 2] The proof of Assertion (2) can be directly obtained by observing that a text for any pattern language L is also a text for L(x 1 ). Hence, L(x 1 ) cannot be nitely inferred from text. We omit the details.
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On the other hand, PAT 2 EWMON?TXT (cf. Angluin 1] ). Hence, it is only natural to ask whether or not this result can be strengthened. Our answer is twofold. First, as long as one insists to learn the pattern languages with respect to any class preserving hypothesis space, the answer is negative, i.e., PAT 6 2 MON?TXT (cf. Zeugmann, Lange and Kapur 53] for a detailed discussion). As a matter of fact, the latter result is in part based on the nondecidability of inclusion of pattern languages (cf. Jiang et al. 24] ). Therefore, one might conjecture that for two potential hypotheses G and G 0 , the decidability of L(G) L(G 0 )' may help in the monotonic learnability of a family. Even for learning on informant, this fails to be an adequate guarantee.
Theorem 24. The set of all regular languages cannot be monotonically inferred on informant.
Proof. The proof can be done via the languages of the indexed family L wmon introduced in Example 2. All these languages are regular. However, in a manner analogous to the proof of Claim C in Theorem 16, one can show that there cannot be an IIM M inferring all the regular languages monotonically from informant.
Second, having the negative result PAT 6 2 MON?TXT in mind, it is reasonable to ask whether an appropriate choice of the hypothesis space may help to overcome the di culty in designing an IIM that infers PAT monotonically. This is indeed the case, and we can do even better. We de ne the wanted hypothesis space as follows. Let DPAT be the family of all languages L for which there are nitely many patterns p i 1 ; :::; p i k 2 Patc such that L = T k j=1 L(p i j ). Clearly, PAT DPAT. Our next theorem, which is based on an idea communicated to us by H. R. Beick 8] , shows the way to a positive answer. But we prove even a slightly stronger result, namely the strong-monotonic learnability of the whole hypothesis space DPAT. Consequently, jq j j m for all j = 1; :::;`. Moreover, since t is a text for L we directly obtain that m z for all initial segments t x of t and that t + x L(q j ) for all j = 1; :::;`. This result witnesses that having the freedom to select a hypothesis space which comprises the target indexed family may increase the power of strong-monotonic IIMs. In the next section we study the power of class comprising learning under various monotonicity constraints in some more detail.
Class comprising monotonic learning
Within Section 3 and 4 we have related all models of class preserving monotonic and dual monotonic language learning to one another. Naturally, the question arises whether the overall picture remains unchanged, if one studies exact and class comprising learning, respectively. Under the requirement that a target indexed family L has to be learned with respect to the hypothesis space L itself all the separations previously obtained remain valid, no matter whether we consider language learning from text or learning from informant. On the other hand, in proving some of the stated inclusions (cf. Theorem 1 and Theorem 6) we heavily exploited the assumption that every language belonging to the chosen hypothesis space has to be learned itself. Obviously, this assumption does not longer hold, if class comprising hypothesis spaces are admissible. Therefore, one may expect that at least some of the established relations might change. And indeed, class comprising monotonic and dual monotonic learning from text has its own peculiarities.
Subsequently, we summarize the di erences between class preserving and class comprising monotonic as well as dual monotonic learning from text. We start with the following result which actually shows that the dual weak-monotonicity constraint does not longer restrict the learning capabilities. Since m > n the IIMM performs at least one more mind change after having fed t n . Hence, M has to change its mind from M(t n ) to the canonical index for L(G M(tn) )\LM (t n+y ) for some y > 0, a contradiction. Case 2. t + n+r 6 L(G M(tn) ) for some r 2 IN + . Let r 0 be the least such r, i.e., t + n+r 0 6 L(G M(tn) ). Hence, M on input t n+r 0 does not output M(t n+r 0 ?1 ), but instead it outputs the canonical index j of LM (t n+r 0 ) . If M(t n+r 0 ?1 ) 6 = j we immediately obtain a contradiction. On the other hand, if M(t n+r 0 ?1 ) = j the IIM M has to detect an inconsistency on input t n+r 0 +1 , too. Moreover, t + n+r 0 6 LM (t n+r 0 ) .
Consequently,M has to perform at least one more mind change in order to converge to a correct index k of L in L. Hence, LM (t n+r 0 ) 6 = L k . By construction, M simulates that mind change. This contradicts our assumption that M(t n ) = M(t n+r ) for all r 2 IN + .
Finally, assume thatM converges to k. Then it immediately follows that L = L k .
Hence, z, the index M converges to, cannot be the canonical index of L k in G. Thus The next result sheds some light on the power of class comprising dual strong-monotonic inference. By de nition, a dual strong-monotonic IIM M might initially output a most general hypothesis. Afterwards, M might specialize its actual hypothesis until it eventually reaches a correct guess. As we have seen in the demonstration of Theorem 6, M, when outputting once an overgeneralized language, de nitely fails to dual strong-monotonically learn this language itself. Thus, the potential strength of this approach may only come into the game, if class comprising hypothesis spaces are admissible (cf. Lange The additional power of a dual strong-monotonic IIM results from the fact that it can successfully exploit its ability to output overgeneralized hypotheses. On the other hand, it can be straightforwardly veri ed that even in the class comprising case weakmonotonic learners are exactly as powerful as conservatively working IIMs. This may lead to the impression that the relation between weak-monotonic and dual strong-monotonic inference will also be in uenced. Lange and Zeugmann 34, 35] Proof. The desired indexed family is de ned as follows. Initially, we set L 0 = fag + . For all k 2 IN, we set L 2k+1 = fa k bg fa m 1 m k (k)g fa k (k)+10 g and L 2k+2 = fa k bg fa m 1 m k (k)g fa k (k)+20 g. If ' k (k) is unde ned, than fa k (k)+10 g and fa k (k)+20 g, respectively, are used as a shorthand for the empty set. Consequently, ' k (k) " implies L 2k+1 = L 2k+2 = fa k bg fag + . By de nition of a complexity measure we can easily conclude that L = (L j ) j2IN constitutes an indexed family. ( 4) In ( 2) a hypothesis j z+m = M(t z+m ) is computed that satis es a k b 2 L(G j z+m ). Then output \' k (k) "" and stop."
Applying the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 9, Lemma 3, one can show that A terminates on every input k. To see this one has to take into consideration that \' k (k) "" implies that L = fa k bg fag + . Since, M has to infer L on its textt, ( 4) happens. 
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Since any class preservingly working monotonic IIM has, in general, to avoid overgeneralization (cf. Theorem 1), we immediately get the following corollary.
Corollary 33. MON ?TXT CMON ?TXT On the other hand, one can easily observe that the indexed family L used in the above proof belongs to EWMON ?TXT. Clearly, this cannot be true in general as Theorem 3 impressively witnesses. On the other hand, non{monotonic cumulative reasoning can be successfully exploited in the learning process provided that overgeneralization can be algorithmically avoided. But the capability of any IIM to algorithmically avoid overgeneralization mainly depends on the degree of recursiveness the relevant hypothesis space possesses. Consequently, the problem whether or not CMON?TXT CWMON?TXT mainly reduces itself to the following question: Does there exist a universal method to design the relevant hypothesis space in a way such that overgeneralization can be e ectively prevented. This is indeed the case as our next theorem shows. Finally, let us mention that all other relations between the di erent notions of monotonicity and dual monotonicity remain unchanged, if class comprising learning from text is investigated. Furthermore, a comparison between class comprising monotonic and dualmonotonic learning from informant results in the same overall picture as in the class preserving case.
Conclusions and Open Problems
We have studied the power of strong-monotonic, monotonic, and weak-monotonic as well as dual strong-monotonic, dual monotonic, and dual weak-monotonic IIMs in the setting of algorithmic language learning from both only positive as well as positive and negative examples. These constraints had been proposed to help to provide understanding of the utility and necessity of non-monotonic reasoning in the process of learning in general. Monotonicity constraints in the most general sense enforce a discipline on the learning process, requiring that the hypotheses that the learner produces`improve' in this or that sense monotonically. We have related the various possible notions to each other and, as a result, obtained several new hierarchies. In order to broaden our understanding even further, we decided to consider the entire range of possible relations between the hypothesis space and the language family to be learned. In the order of decreasing severity of restriction, we considered exact learning, where the two have to be the exactly the same, class-preserving learning, where they have to be semantically the same but can be syntactically di erent, and nally, class-comprising learning, where the minimal constraint, that the hypothesis space contains all the languages to be learned, is enforced. A number of our results show that with any type of monotonic or dual monotonic inference, this choice of the hypothesis space is of great in uence. In general, when dealing with any type of monotonic or dual monotonic learning, exactness and class preserveness considerably restricts the inference power. Even in the case of class comprising learning, our results show that (dual) strongmonotonicity and (dual) monotonicity lead to severe restrictions on the inference power. This means that situations in which learning processes have to perform non-monotonically or at best weak-monotonically or dual weak-monotonically are likely to arise.
It remains a challenge to combine monotonic language learning with other postulates of naturalness such as iterative inference introduced by Wiehagen 48] or order independence (cf. Fulk 14] , and the references therein). Various results along this line may be found in Lange and Zeugmann 32, 36] and Zeugmann and Lange 52] . Moreover, it seems very interesting to study the learnability of indexed families by probabilistic IIMs.
